Safe Libraries <safelibraries@gmail.com>

Dan Kleinman To Speak at OPPL Board of Trustees Meeting 16 June 2014
Safe Libraries <safelibraries@gmail.com>
Sun, Jun 15, 2014 at 1:37 AM
To: NHealy@orlandparklibrary.org, DRyan@orlandparklibrary.org, JCraig@orlandparklibrary.org,
DDrew@orlandparklibrary.org, CLebert@orlandparklibrary.org, djennings@orlandparklibrary.org
Cc: dmclaughlin@orland-park.il.us, officials@orland-park.il.us, manager@orland-park.il.us,
ASKOPPL@orlandparklibrary.org, Scott Remmenga <SRemmenga@orlandparklibrary.org>,
Dana.Pryor@orlandparklibrary.org, Robin Wagner <rwagner@orlandparklibrary.org>, "Mary K. Weimar"
<mweimar@orlandparklibrary.org>, Megan Fox <storytimewithmeganfox@gmail.com>
Dear Orland Park Public Library Board of Trustees [OPPL-BoT],
My name is Dan Kleinman and I am the nation's leading expert on how the American Library Association [ALA]
misleads communities into allowing dangers in public libraries, including child porn. I will be speaking at the upcoming
16 June 2014 OPPL-BoT meeting to counter misinformation told you in the past by Deborah Caldwell-Stone and
Barbara Jones of ALA. I intend to address you for the allowed five minutes during public comment and will be assisted
in my appearance by whistleblower Megan Fox. I will be appearing on her Apple iPad via Apple FaceTime, as allowed
under the Illinois Open Meetings Act [OMA]. Be advised that Mrs. Fox will be signing my name per my request on your
speakers list sheet as I will be speaking electronically in your meeting room and cannot use my own handwriting to
sign my name. Mrs. Fox will be acting as my proxy with my permission. It is not reasonable for you to block me from
speaking in any way as the OMA does not prohibit telephonic, videoconference, or electronically delivered
appearances by experts such as myself (though the OMA does prohibit a public body from unreasonably restricting
speech). Since the OPPL does not need to provide any equipment or anything at all to facilitate my appearance,
denying me this opportunity to speak would be an unreasonable restriction of my free speech and First Amendment
rights that serves no legal purpose for a public body. I am aware that the Illinois Attorney General is already
investigating your blocking my appearances via FaceTime in the past (12/16/13 and 5/19/14, the 2013 instance
precluded by a statute of limitations but I will be appealing that as I had filed earlier in a timely fashion and never
received a response) and I hope you will not commit yet another Class C Misdemeanor by blocking my speech and
violating OMA yet again on Monday, June 16th.
I look forward to enlightening you about the truth regarding ALA, how it continues to mislead libraries that become
points of access to child porn (such as at OPPL), why porn in any public library in Illinois is illegal, and how your local
government has the right and duty to stop you from continuing to act outside the law, chiefly the local ordinance that
instantiated the library.
Thank you, and I will talk to you on Monday via FaceTime with Mrs. Fox’s assistance.
Dan Kleinman, Library Watchdog
CC: Mrs. Fox; Village of Orland Park
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